Global Metropolitan Studies, Department of Geography, and The Berkeley Stanford CityGroup welcome:

Professor Jamie Peck  
Canada Research Chair in Urban & Regional Political Economy,  
Professor of Geography, University of British Columbia.

“Social Innovation at the Limits of Neoliberalism”

Professor Peck’s work centers on urban and regional restructuring, neoliberalization, labor and governance. His most recent book is “Constructions of Neoliberal Reason”. Please join us for Professor Jamie Peck’s Department of Geography Colloquium lecture.

Wednesday, October 12th, 4:00- 5:30 pm  
Room 575 McCone Hall, UC Berkeley  
* Light refreshments will be served

“Constructions of Neoliberal Reason”  
(Oxford University Press: 2010)

The Berkeley Stanford CityGroup and Global Metropolitan Studies invite you to join us for:

“A Conversation Among Urbanists”

An informal discussion with Professor Jamie Peck, Professor Ananya Roy - City and Regional Planning, and Professor Richard Walker - Geography, on researching the city, neoliberalism and policy mobilities.

Wednesday, October 12th, 1:15- 3:00 pm  
Room 305 Wurster Hall, UC Berkeley  
* Space is limited: please email: berkeleystanfordcitygroup@gmail.com to RSVP for the event by October 1st.

Two chapters from Professor Jamie Peck’s new book: “Constructions of Neoliberal Reason” will be circulated early to all who RSVP.